EUROPEAN ARCHITECTURE
TWO-YEAR MASTER'S PROGRAMME WITH DOUBLE DEGREE

Structure of the Curriculum: 11 Workshops and the 5 months' Master's Thesis.

Partner Institutions:
- Estonia: Tallinn University of Technology, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Department of Architecture & Urban Studies (responsible Mother Institution)
- Portugal: UAL Universidade Autónoma de Lisboa, Departamento de Arquitectura, (Partner of Double Degree)
- Austria: University of Innsbruck, Faculty of Architecture

Architecture Slovenia: University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Architecture
Israel: NB School of Design, Haifa, Department of Architecture
Germany: Bauhaus Dessau Foundation; University of Art, Berlin HZT, Inter-University Centre for Dance, Berlin
Finland: Alvar Aalto Academy

Facts:
- Degree awarded: Double Degree, Master of Science (M.Sc) of European Architecture (TUT, Tallinn) and Master in Architecture (UAL, Lisbon)
- Workload: 120 ECTS
- Language of instruction: English
- Duration: 2 years
- Tuition fee: 5,500 EUR per academic year (based on 2015-2016 ECTS prices)
- Pre-Requisites: Bachelor’s degree or equivalent in architecture. Work experience is recommended

Key Features:
- Rethinking European Cities: the tremendous transformation of the European city requires individuals who are able to perceive things in association, as team-generalists.
- International education: the programme is a unique approach to research based education; it combines the idea of the classical artist journey with the interdisciplinary, project-orientated workshop tradition and teamwork, studio work and excursions.
- The two-year training consists of 11 workshops + the Master’s Thesis, and it takes place at 6 different universities in Tallinn, Lisbon, Haifa, Berlin-Dessau, Innsbruck and Ljubljana. All partner universities run studios where students can work together with local students 24/7, which are located in the historic cities, departments and/or architecture faculties.

Deadlines:
- 15 April: Non-EU
- 1 May: EU, Turkey, Georgia, Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and those individuals from countries that do not require a visa to enter Estonia (USA, Canada, Australia, Japan, Brazil, Guatemala, Israel, Mexico, Macedonia, South Korea)
- 21 August: Finland
- 1 September: Start of Studies 2016

Contact:
TALLINN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
International Study Center
Ehitajate tee 5, 19086 Tallinn, Estonia
Email: study@ttu.ee
Phone: (+372) 620 2022
www.ttu.ee/studying

http://blog.architecture-dialogue.eu/